"A Time Of Torment" continues the journey of Charlie Parker from a broken guilt ridden policeman to an avenging crusader against evil. Where that journey will take him and to what he will become, is what keeps the series so fresh and each book so eagerly awaited. If you have not read any of the series, I would urge you to begin with the first book.
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"A Time Of Torment", #14 in the Charlie Parker series, is in some ways, the detective's coming out party. John Connolly, the author, has been teasing readers, and Charlie Parker, off and on in this detective series with vague hints of paranormal interferences and more overt episodes of evil gods and angelic attacks against the innocent who are victims and the allied who embrace being possessed.
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"A Time Of Torment" continues the journey of Charlie Parker from a broken guilt ridden policeman to an avenging crusader against evil. Where that journey will take him and to what he will become, is what keeps the series so fresh and each book so eagerly awaited. If you have not read any of the series, I would urge you to begin with the first book.
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With A Time Of Torment, the series sees possibly its strongest volume yet. If you weren’t a fan of Parker before, you will be after reading this. “Mass Movement “Fascinating and bone-chilling “A feast of a good read and it has a whopping thumbs up from me – Liz Robinson “Loved it”
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Like the town of Prosperous in The Wolf in Winter, the cut is one of the imaginative triumphs of A Time of Torment: an area of 10 square miles of Passley County, east of Charleston. It is also a

A Time of Torment by John Connolly review: Cut to the quick
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A Time of Torment begins with Marie Pi Parker recovering from a near fatal encounter with a monster, whereas, Parker’s father will have read about in The Wolf in Winter. Nursing mental and physical wounds, he is gingerly picking up the pieces of his life.
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You are never not good enough
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